In order to understand the origin of the structural stability of quasicrystalline systems, it is important to investigate the pressure dependence of their structure. So, we have performed powder x-ray diffraction experiments for icosahedral Cd-Yb quasicrystal under pressure using a diamond anvil cell at room temperature . This icosahedral quasicrystalline phase is considered to be suitable for observing pressure effects, one of because this phase has an adjacent slightly dense crystalline phase with small difference of the atomic composition, and also because this quasicrystalline phase is expected to be very soft one among the icosahedral quasicrystals which have ever been discovered. As for the experimental technique, it is important to make a good hydrostatic condition, because applying not well defined stress fields often hinder the observation of the intrinsic structural change. So, we use He gas as a pressure medium, which can generate quasi-hydrostatic condition up to 50 GPa. The experimental results show no significant change of the xray diffraction profiles up to 40 GPa. With respect to the pressure dependence of the d-values, monotonic change was observed. However, gradual Bragg peak broadening was observed in the pressure region above 15 GPa. Summing up these results, we consider that icosahedral Cd-Yb quasicrystal is compressed isotropically under hydrostatic pressure up to 40 GPa, however, some imperfection such as local distortion is induced in the quasi-periodic lattice in the pressure region above 15 GPa. We also determine the bulk modulus, Bo = 49GPa, which is very small value among the quasicrystals. Changes in crystal structures with pressure and temperature are generally subtle, and therefore the most accurate intensity data is required to follow them. However, intensity data collected from single crystals held at nonambient conditions, and particularly at high pressures, are of significantly lower quality than equivalent datasets collected in air. First, the diffracted intensities are affected by a number of processes including multiple diffraction and absorption by the cell components. Second, access to the sample is generally restricted, so the collection of equivalent reflections is limited, and the identification and rejection of aberrant intensities by averaging symmetryequivalents is more difficult. We have therefore further developed the use of profile-fitting methods to recover accurate intensities from step scan data, following from Pavese and Artioli [Acta Cryst. A52:890-897]. We first determine background parameters. Then the profile parameters of width, shape, and intensity ratio of the α 1/α2 doublet are determined by fitting to the strong reflections. A first pass through the dataset is then made with these parameters fixed, while the position and intensity only are refined for each reflection. Subsidiary least-squares fits of the profile parameters are used to identify aberrant profiles for rejection. A second pass is then made of the weak reflections in which the reflection position is fixed to the value determined from a UB matrix and crystal offsets refined [following Dera & Katrusiak -J Appl. Cryst. 32:510-515] to the strong reflections. This work is supported by NSF grant EAR-0105864. 
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